Questions are indicated in red on text, and with light pencil check in left margin of manuscript.

Chapter II

p 1 li 9 from bottom - Sentence should not begin with numerals. Do you want to change?

P 2 li 2 (left p 2) "and even ( ? ) a degree."

P 2 li 2 69/70 vs. (69-70) (and this from throughout)

P 2 li 2 cont. (left space to insert)

P 3 li 16 "larger proportion of debts" (left p 3 bottom)

P 4 li 7 "Administration paid tax rebates..."

P 4 li 7 "...as significant factors... during..." (left p 8)

P 8 li 8 of a firm? (left p 9)

P 9 li 4 "...output sector ( ? ) deficits..." (left p 10)

P 12 li 5 "Check in this view a government..." (left p 12)

P 15 li 7 received, - taxes... (left p 12)

P 15 li 3 ff. Confusing - did I pick up correctly?

P 16 li 4 showed up as affecting changes (left p 17)

P 17 li 8 st. not sure I picked up correctly (left p 17)

P 3 li 1 (left p 18) Where does paragraph begin?

P 4 "...institutions and... were...

P 8 li 3 (left p 18) "...systemic failure..."

P 9 li 3 (left p 19) Having deleted "a" I deleted "one"

P 13 li 4 st. (left p 20) Sentence - change, unclear.

P 21 last line (see first comment above). Suggest change to read: "...Because of big government, 1975 was not like 1929."

P 25 li 2 (left p 25) "...the 3... and accelerating..."

P 3 3 ("1") However the 3... cashflow..."
p.25 P2 li 1 - Should "In" be out? If so, see first comment of chapter.

p.27 li 3 (top p.27) should it be 1974-75? (changed 8/20.)

p.31 P1 li 1 (see first comment of chapter)

p.33 li 5 from bottom - should "Euro dollar" be "Eurodollar" (one word?)

p.29 P2 last line: "1930s." Earlier references were as "1970s." Which format do you prefer? Both are correct, but we should be consistent.